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Game Components

Overview

Tyler Sigman’s Crows is a competitive 2-4 player 
tile placement game where every player takes on the 
role of an Outcast Mage in the world of Tessandor. 
A once-in-a-lifetime event is causing the crows of 
the Obsidian Wastes to give off mana that can be 
collected in magical stones. Players score Mana 
Stones by enticing the crows to flock to their totem 
(their shiny object). This can potentially create 
murders of crows, which then disperse throughout 
the ever changing map.

To win the game you must be the mage with the most 
Mana Stones when Nightfall arrives.

Game Design........................................... Tyler Sigman
Additional Game Design ................... David Gerrard
Art Director ............................................. Justin Hillgrove
Graphic Design & Layout ................. Travis Torgerson

61 map Tiles

36 crows

1 queen 4 mana totems

24 spells

4 character cards

59 mana stone tokens 4 mana 
corruption 

tokens

1 nightfall tile 1 first player token
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Set Up

player one player two

• Each player chooses a color and takes the Mana 
Totem and Character Card for that color.

• Shuffle all Spells and place them face down into 
a deck.

• Set aside the Nightfall tile and then 
shuffle all the tiles facedown. Place 
them into one large stack.

◊ If playing a 2 player game, return 8 tiles to 
the game box.

◊ If playing a 3 player game, return 4 tiles to 
the game box.

• Shuffle the Nightfall tile into the first 6 tiles. Then 
place this stack of 7 tiles on the bottom of the tile 
stack. Then take as many tiles as there are players 
from the top of the stack and place them on the 
bottom of the stack. 

• Draw 13 tiles and arrange them in the 
pattern shown.

• Place Crows on any tiles in play as if they have 
just been played.

• Every player draws two Map Tiles, keeping them 
secret from other players.

• The player who most recently fed a crow 
from their hand goes first, or randomly 
choose a first player and give them the 
First Player Token.
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Round Order

1. Player Turns

The game is played in a number of rounds until the 
Nightfall Tile is drawn.

During each round:

1. Player Turns:  
Begin with the player who has the First Player 
Token and proceed clockwise.

2. Crows Flock: 
Crows flock around the board and players score 
mana stones.

3. End of Round: 
Cleanup and pass the First Player 
Token clockwise.

On your turn, take the following actions in order:

1. Choose a tile from your hand and put it into play. 
Then, draw a new tile.

2. Put your Mana Totem onto an empty tile.

3. (Optional) Play a Spell from your hand.

4. End your Turn.

1. Choose a tile from your hand and put it into play:
Place a tile from your hand onto the playing surface 
so it shares at least one edge with any other tile 
already in play.

Each type of tile has special rules for how to play it 
and what it does once in play. Refer to the next page 
for rules on each tile.

After completing any special rules for the tile played, 
immediately draw a new tile.

2. Put your Mana Totem onto an empty tile:
Place your Mana Totem on an empty tile on the 
board. You may place it on any tile except:

• A Lava Pool tile.

• A tile with another player’s Mana Totem.

• A tile that currently has any Crows on it.

• A tile with a Mana Corruption token.

3. (Optional) Play a Spell
After placing your Mana Totem on the 
board, you may play one Spell from your 
hand. Refer to the Spell section [page 5] 
for explanations of each Spell. Discard the 
Spell after use. 

4. End your turn
If you placed your Mana Totem on a Barrens 
tile, draw a Spell card, keeping it a secret from 
other players.

Play continues around the table clockwise until each 
player has taken a turn. Once everyone has taken a 
turn, the Crows Flock.
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map tile details

lava pool 
placement 
example

1, 2, and 3 crow tiles
Place the number of Crows 
shown in the art onto the tile.

The Barrens
If you place your 
Mana Totem here, 
draw a Spell at the end 
of your turn.

Ley Line Nexus
Double Mana 
Stones for all Crows 
that flock to this tile.

Gem Cave
Breaks ties for 
flocking Crows (and 
attracts the Queen).

A

C

B

Carrion Paradise
When played, place 1 
Crow on the tile. Spawn 
a Crow here at the end 
of each round.

Queen's Totem
Spawns the Queen (Worth 
3 Mana Stones, flocks as 
normal but flocks with 
priority to the nearest Mana 
Totem on a Gem cave).

Lava Pool
Flocking Crows will stop here, 
but can move normally next 
turn. May also displace and 
relocate any empty tile of your 
choosing (see below).

You put a Lava Pool tile 
into play (A), choosing the 
empty Ley Line Nexus to 
displace (B).
You then choose to place 
the Ley Line Nexus back 
onto the board at (C) and 
resume your turn.
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spell details

disperse
Choose an empty tile. 
Crows within one 
tile move one square 
away (diagonally and 
orthogonally) from 
the selected tile.

Example below:

attract
Choose an empty tile 
and a direction. Crows 
in that direction flock as 
normal to the selected 
tile immediately.

Example below:

landfall
Draw a new tile, 
then choose and 
put one of your tiles 
into play.

teleport
Choose two tiles. 
The second tile must 
be empty. Move up 
to 2 Crows from 
the first tile to the 
second tile.

populate
Choose an empty 2 
or 3 Crow tile and 
repopulate the tile 
with Crows.

drain
During the End of the 
Round, Nexus Ley 
Lines do not provide 
double Mana Stones.

Crows at A and B flock to the 
selected tile. Crows at C stay put 
because the Crow will not flock 
over the gap.
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2. crows flock normal 
flocking example

After all players have taken a turn, Crows flock to 
Mana Totems. Crows flock according to these rules:

• Crows will flock to the nearest Mana Totem in the 
same row or column. (No diagonals.)

• Crows can move any number of spaces 
while flocking.

• Crows will not flock over gaps between tiles. 
Crows will not attempt to flock towards a Mana 
Totem that is across a gap.

• If a Crow encounters a Lava Pool while flocking, it 
must stop there for the round. However, if a Crow 
begins the round on a Lava Pool, it can flock off 
of it as normal.

• If two or more Mana Totems are at the same 
distance to flocking Crows, the Crows will favor a 
Mana Totem that is on a Gem Cave tile.

◊ If no players’ Mana Totem are on a Gem 
Cave tile, then the Crows will divide evenly 
between the totems. If there are an uneven 
number of Crows, then all odd Crows will 
remain stationary.

After Crows are finished flocking, players 
score Mana Stones:
• Each Crow on the same tile as the player’s Mana 

Totem is worth 1 Mana Stone.

• The Queen is worth 3 Mana Stones.

• If the tile is a Mana Ley Line, then double the 
Mana Stones from this flock.

• Crows stay on the board after scoring. Crows are 
never removed unless there was a Murder (see 
page 8).

All Crows marked (A) will flock to the green 
Mana Totem.

The Crows at (B) will split since the yellow 
and green Mana Totems are equidistant. One 
Crow will go to each Mana Totem and the 
third Crow will stay in that tile.

The Crows at (C) are closer to the yellow 
Mana Totem and will flock to it.

The Crow at (D) will not cross the empty gap 
and will stay in that tile.
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Queen flocking example

lava pool flocking

gem cave flocking

The Crow at (A) will flock to the green Mana Totem.

The Crows marked (B) will flock to the yellow 
Mana Totem.

The Queen and the Crow at (C) are the same distance 
from each Mana Totem, and they can not evenly split 
so both would stay in place.

Additionally, if either player had played their Mana 
Totem on the Gem Cave in the upper right, the Queen 
would prioritize flocking to that Mana Totem.

The Crows marked (A) will flock to the green 
Mana Totem.

The Crows marked (B) will flock to the yellow 
Mana Totem.

The Crows marked (C) will flock towards the green 
Mana Totem, but will stop at the Lava Pool.

On subsequent turns, those two Crows on the 
Lava Pool tile will flock as normal.

The Crows marked (A) will flock to the yellow 
Mana Totem.

The Crows marked (B) will flock to the green 
Mana Totem.

The Crows at (C) are the same distance from 
each Mana Totem, but the Gem Cave tile will 
break the tie and all three Crows will flock to the 
green Mana Totem.
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Murders
If 6 or more Crows have flocked to a single tile 
containing a Mana Totem, it’s a Murder! Follow this 
sequence to resolve a Murder: 

1. Score the Crows normally. 

2. Remove any Mana Corruption Tiles on the Board 
from previous rounds (Any created this round 
stay in play).

3. Two Crows become a mated pair and fly off of 
the gameboard. Discard them from play. Special 
Crows, such as the Queen, cannot fly off in 
this way.

4. The remainder must be scattered. 

murder example

In the diagram above, 
the Yellow Player 
has scored 13 Crows, 
creating a Murder.

The diagram to the right 
shows how the Murder 
scatters. The Yellow 
Mana Totem is removed 
and a Mana Corruption 
Token is placed on the 
origin tile.

Scatter according to the following rules:

A) The scatter pattern is as shown in the figure 
below (a clockwise spiral).

B) The player who scored the Murder may 
choose which tile to start the spiral at.

C) Move one Crow from the Murder tile to 
each successive tile in the pattern. If a tile 
does not exist on the gameboard, skip to the 
next tile indicated in the pattern.

D) Continue scattering until all Crows are 
scattered. Then place a Mana Corruption 
Token on the origin tile.
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3. end of round

game end

faq items

After scoring and scattering, the round ends.  
Complete the following steps in order:

• Each player takes back their Mana Totem.  

• Place a new Crow on each Carrion Paradise.  

• The player to the left of the previous starting 
player takes the First Player Token and begins the 
next round.

• If multiple murders are created in a round, 
resolve them in player order for that round. Also 
note that this will result in more than one Mana 
Corruption Token in play at once.

• When scattering Crows from a Murder, Crows are 
allowed to scatter into tiles occupied by another 
Crow or a Mana Corruption Token.

• Note that the Queen (and any other special Crow) 
can not be affected by Spells at all. They will 
not move.

• Note that the Queen (and any other special 
Crow) is not the same as a Crow for flocking and 
will not move if two Mana Totems are the same 
distance away.

• Note that Murders are not created if something 
causes 6 or more Crows to be on a tile without a 
Mana Totem. Only once the Crows are scored can 
they be declared a Murder.

• Note that all Spells and Lava Pool displacement 
must target an empty Map Tile. An empty Map 
Tile is a tile in play that does not have any tokens 
of any type on it (eg. Crows, Mana Totems, mana 
corruption, etc.).

• For any additional rules questions, join the 
community at www.boardgamegeek.com!

When the Nightfall tile is drawn, the player reveals 
it and draws a new tile. Finish the current round as 
normal, score that round, and then the game is over. 
All players will have had an equal number of turns.

All players now reveal any unused Spells and gain 2 
Mana Stones for each one. The winner is the player 
with the most Mana Stones. In case of a tie, the 
player with more Spell cards wins. If there is still a 
tie, then I don’t know, you did something  
we didn’t think of 
…..umm… 
Shared victory?... 
High fives everyone?
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outcast mage background

Jocyln parted ways with 
her family and honor 
when she stole an 
Ancestor Stone and fled 
her Porakin village.

Finding the childlike 
behavior of his Koati 
people insufferable, 
Drey set out with the 
only company he could 
stand - his own.

As a Pateri caravan 
traveled through the 
Obsidian Wastes, Elysa 
wandered off and was 
left to fend for herself.

Spurned and branded 
a Doomsayer, Bruinor 
has turned his back 
on the Kingdom he 
once served.

Rotted from the 
inside, Burl does not 
care at all what others 
think of him. He is 
too old for that.

Jili has two distinct 
traits: the uncanny 
knack to discover 
secrets and the inability 
to keep them quiet.

Bea chose to defy 
tradition by following 
a dark path of magical 
manipulation that is 
forbidden amongst the 
Ruru-Mau.

Ulf was an unstoppable 
force on the battlefield 
but earned the Buwaya's 
distrust through his 
disregard for their safety.
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Choose an empty tile. 
Crows within one tile 
move one square away.

Choose an empty tile and 
a direction. Crows in that 
direction flock to the 
selected tile immediately.

Draw a new tile, then 
choose and put one 
of your tiles into play.

Choose two tiles. The 
second tile must be empty. 
Move up to 2 Crows 
from the first tile to the 
second tile.

Choose an empty 2 
or 3 Crow tile and 
repopulate the tile 
with Crows.

During the End of the 
Round, Nexus Ley 
Lines do not provide 
double Mana Stones.

1, 2, & 3 crow tiles
Place the number of 
Crows shown in the art 
onto the tile.

The Barrens
If you place your Mana Totem 
here, draw a Spell at the end of 
your turn.

Ley Line Nexus
Double Mana Stones for all 
Crows that flock to this tile.

Gem Cave
Breaks ties for flocking Crows 
and attracts the Queen.

Carrion Paradise
When played, place 1 Crow on 
the tile. Spawn a Crow here at 
the end of each round.

Queen's Totem
Spawns the Queen (Worth 3 Mana Stones, 
flocks as normal but flocks with priority to 
the nearest Mana Totem on a Gem cave).

Lava Pool
Flocking Crows will stop here, but can 
move normally next turn. May also dis-
place and relocate an empty tile.

Round Order map tiles

SPELLS

1. Player Turns:  
Begin with the player who has the First Player 
Token and proceed clockwise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Crows Flock: 
Crows flock around the board and players score 
Mana Stones.

3. End of Round: 
Cleanup and pass the First Player 
Token clockwise.

On your turn, take the following actions 
in order:

1. Choose a tile from your hand and put it 
into play. Then, draw a new tile.

2. Put your Mana Totem onto an empty tile.

3. (Optional) Play a Spell from your hand.

4. End your Turn.

quick reference


